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FOREWORD
From the Editor

arrival of the millennium marked the triumph of
variety over monolithism—or, perhaps, a new
(
monumentalism celebrating miscellaneousness rather
than unitary events. For one, the world was treated
to a host of prophecies foretelling the end of the world, none of which
forecasts was fulfilled, but all of which together constituted a collage
event, a postmodern mural with many artificers. The monumentality
of the millennium celebration, whether manifested in Paris, the Easter
Islands, or the Cape of Africa, rose from its sequentially, from the fact
that views and reviews of New Year / New Millennium celebrations
appeared on small screens around the world one after another,
constantly varying and yet collectively comprising a vast media
spectacle.
Such a monument to media disseminationism and mosaic
colossalism was not without its counterparts in the study of the long
eighteenth century. Teleological approaches like those loosely
congregated under the "post-Marxist" nametag continued to delay their
delivery of the promised Utopian state (and literary criticism) even as
they continued to turn up numerous predictions of a better world in
the form of obscure texts in out-of-the-way archives offering assorted
suggestions on the betterment of the future. Conversely, conservative
calls for traditional, objectivist research methods and ideologies, like
those recently issued by Henry Fielding scholar Martin Battestin,
continued to applaud highly miscellaneous works like Cynthia Wall's
study of the roadways of Defoe's London, works often appropriated by
those eager to find "New Historicism" everywhere. In the world of
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Internet discussion of eighteenth-century studies, likewise, the "C18-L"
electronic discussion list produceda grassroots, dark-horse candidate for
high office in The American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies,
specifically the edtior of that list, a colleague who is the virtual
impresario of variety yet who was nominated by a remarkable coalition
of traditionalists and ideologues. The message of the bovmdary year
2000 seemed to be that the apocalyptic renovation expected at the end
of history was likely to be multi-pronged, multi-targeted, and in all
ways multitudinous, not the one-shot affair expected by an assortment
of cult groups. The emerging work of Barbara Benedict and others
clearly showed that variety and multitudinousness were losing their
status as the slogans of neo-Bakhtinians but were gaining a new status
as topics in their own right, as monumental issues requiring highly
miscellanarian scholars and scholarship. New-millennial scholarship
would turn toward the study of variety in and of itself, as a topic with
its own foci and internal harmonies, however diverse its manifestations
might otherwise appear.
The essays included in this issue of 1650-1850 all register this
spotlighting of variety, this new attempt to wrestle with contrapuntal
calls to historicist focus and to testheticist fancy. George Rousseau
opens the volume with a devastatingly original study of geriatric
persons and gerontological theories throughout the Enlightenment.
Rousseau's sometimes shocking, always fascinating study points up that
the recent scholarly focus on revolution, oppression, colonialism, and
other social upheavals has blinded us to smaller but no less interesting
subcultures and populations in the Enlightenment, including that
peculiar group of organisms who managed to live for vast periods of
time. Barbara Widenor Maggs, likewise, reminds us that the Enlighten
ment world was full of countries that we have yet to study in even a
preliminary way, one step toward the correction of that problem being
her contribution on Alexander de Rhodes's travels in Vietnam. In the
vein of Rousseau's study of geriatric subcultures, David Allen offers a
report on vegetarianism, with special emphasis on vegetarianism in
Scotland, as if to take us to ever smaller and ever more fascinating
segments of human experience. Steven Raynie and Leslie Ellen Brown
extend the disciplinary range of the search for oddity and variety, the
former with an inquiry into the esthetic ideas of Henry Fuseli in
relation to those of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the latter through a
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scrupulous analysis of a long-lost treatise on Highland Scottish music,
considered in the context of national identity-building.
Studies of more familiar topics and authors likewise attempt to
position their subjects in a world not just of accidental, but of emphatic
variety. Rather than take up the traditional history-of-the-novel
approach to the great storytellers of mid-century, James Basker selects
the most problematic of them all—the stinging, often bigoted, rough,
^d self-styled Scottish author, Tobias Smollett—and tackles his ideas
concerning slavery in the new, colonial world wherein many of
Smollett's fictional episodes take place. Sandra Sherman presses to the
limit of interpretation by looking at confinement, at prisons and
fortresses and all sorts of grim lock-ups, in the novels of the 1790s—a
tack also taken by Beth Swan, in her examination of the punctilios of
legal discourse pertaining to rape. The theoretical dimension of these
manifold and yet also miscellaneous terrors is explored by Jack
Fruchtman, who deploys Helen Maria Williams as a case study in the
aesthetics of terror, with special attention to the grotesque horrors of
the French Revolution. Fruchtman's hybrid historical, literary, and
artistic study makes a good counterpart forJohn Mahoney's freewheel
ing review of poetic license in Johnson's criticism, of the role of
whimsy, variation, illusion, and other non-representational and nonverisimilitudinous elements in an author normally associated with hard
core neo-classicism. Not to be outdone, Theodore E. D. Braun probes
the fuzzy world of chaos theory in an effort to negotiate the miscellaneousness of Voltaire's satiric-picaresque conte, Candide. Charles
Gobin moves still further toward the limits of variety by situating
Clarissa in either epistolary space or in the absence that letter-writing
implies, in the pure alternativity implicit in ongoing, evolving, varying
correspondence. Gobin's concern for the rich textures of what is both
there and what is not there is shared by Diana Patterson, who offers in
this volume her chef d'oeuvre, a dazzling, intensely illustrated analysis
of the foliation errors, tricks, and techniques in Laurence Sterne's
Tristram Shandy. In a discursive counterpart to Patterson's premierelevel performance, William Walker looks at Addison's use and
appropriation of John Locke, at the way that Locke became interfoliated in the ever-varying, ever-chatty leaves of Addison's widely
spectating if not rambling periodicals.
As a grace note to this sixth volume of 1650-1850,John Mahoney
presents a memorial essay on the status of biography as a literary-
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critical art, in honor and commemoration of Walter Jackson Bate,
whom the scholarly world unexpectedly lost in later 1999. Professor
Mahoney's essay-tribute puts the quest for miscellaneous in a context
of which "Jack" would certainly have approved; that of the endless
vicissitudes of both the individual life and the academic culture in
which individual academics find themselves placed. Mahoney's farreaching essay offers a good prognosis for biography as the most
various and focused of literary arts, and so makes a fitting afterpiece to
this millennial volume. Additionally, Professor Anna Battigelli has
once again assembled a large and enticing array of book reviews that
show the breadth and energy of academic inquiry as we move gingerly
into a new (and perhaps longer) century of "eighteenth-century"
scholarship. All in all, the contributions in this volume make for a
provocative reinterpretation of eighteenth-century scholarship as well
as for a promising prospect of things to come.
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